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Abstract 

We construct a Chem-Simons action for q-deformed gauge theory which is a simple and straightforward generalization 
of the usual one. Space-time continues to be an ordinary ( commuting) manifold, while the gauge potentials and the field 
strengths become q-commuting fields. Our approach, which is explicitly carried out for the case of 'minimal' deformations, 
has the advantage of leading naturally to a consistent Hamiltonian structure that has essentially all of the features of 
the undeformed case. For example, using the new Poisson brackets, the constraints form a closed algebra and generate 
q-deformed gauge transformations. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 

1. Introduction 

Chem-Simons (CS) theory has played a unique role 
in unifying different, previously unrelated, physical 
problems and mathematical ideas in 1 + 1 and 2 + 1 
dimensions. CS theory gives a natural description of 
anyonic excitations of condensed matter systems [ 1] 
constrained to two space dimensions, and it provides 
an important key to understanding and classifying the 
intriguing physics of quantum Hall fluids [2]. Also, 
unique to three dimensions is the possibility of ex
pressing quantum gravity as a pure CS theory written 
in terms of dreibeins and spin-connections transform
ing locally under the Poincare group [ 3,4]. 

Here our motivation is concerned with the role the 
CS action provides in describing mathematical and 

1 E-mail: bimonte@napoli.infn.it. 
2 E-mail: musto@napoli.infn.it. 
3 E-mail: astem@ualvm.ua.edu. 
4 E-mail: vitale@napoli.infn.it. 

physical problems usually formulated in two dimen
sions, which was first discussed by E. Witten in Ref. 
[5]. By showing that quantum CS theory provides 
a framework for understanding Jones polynomials of 
knots in three dimensions, he also shed new light on 
conformal theories in 1 + 1 dimensions [6]. In mak
ing the correspondence between the two and three di
mensional theories one can consider CS theory on a 
manifold with a boundary, such as a disk D x R 1, R 1 

being the time line. Then all states in the bulk can be 
gauged away and one is left with a family of conformal 
states, called edge states, on the boundary. An exten
sive literature has been devoted to the study of edge 
states [7]. In particular, the edge states of quantum 
Hall devices at fractional fillings, which have been an
alyzed from different theoretical points of view [ 8], 
provide a unique experimental laboratory for probing 
non-fermi liquids. Here we recall two theoretical as
pects of edge states. First, they define a Kac-Moody 
algebra which is easily derived from the Hamiltonian 

0370-2693/97 /$17.00 © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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formulation of the theory. Second, the essential tool 
for building affine algebras starting from conformal 
field theory [9], namely the Fubini-Veneziano vertex 
operator [ 10], has a natural realization in terms of the 
Wilson line for CS theory [ 11] . 

While this picture relating 2 + 1 and 1 + 1 physics, 
which we briefly sketched, has been greatly devel
oped and clarified, new ideas have emerged in 1 + 
I dimensions whose con-esponding roie (if any) in 
2 + 1 dimensions remains unclear. In this regard, q
r1PfnrmPr1 !lffinp T -iP ~lgPhr!l~ ~~c.nr--l~tPrl u,lth q11!lnt11n, 

groups [ 12] have been formulated for the entire non
exceptional series and a construction in terms of any
onic q-deformed oscillators has been given, at least for 
the unitary and symplectic cases [ 13]. Furthermore, 
q-deformed affine Lie algebras, enter in different as
pects of 1 + 1 integrable models [ 14,15]. In particular, 
thP.y appP.::ir ::i,;: thP. minim::il ,;:ymmP.try nP.P.nPn to c-f P.tP.r

mine the S-matrix up to an overall scalar factor. Such 
algebraic structures naturally arise [ 16] when confor
mal models are driven off criticality by an appropriate 
perturbation preserving the integrability [ 17] of the 
theory. Here q is related to the value of the coupling 
appearing in the generalized vertex operators. 

Without expanding further on different aspects of 
these developments, it seems fair to say that a complete 
picture is still lacking, and therefore it may be useful 
to look at them from the new perspective of a 2 + 1 
dimensional theory. It is with this in mind, that we 
construct a CS action for q-deformed gauge theory 
as a simple and straightforward generalization of the 
undeformed case. 

We note that in [ 18] deformed Chern characters are 
constructed for SU q ( 2), based on a different differen
tial calculus on quantum groups L 19]. The resulting 
CS action differs from ours, in many respects. Theirs 
requires a trilinear metric, and extra conditions placed 
on the quantum group metric, neither of which are 
needed in our approach. Furthermore, our approach 
leads naturally to a consistent Hamiltonian structure 
that has all the features present in the ordinary case. 
Analogous to the undeformed case, first class con
straints appear in the formalism which generate the 
q-deformed gauge transformations and form a closed 
algebra. Our construction of the q-deformed CS ac
tion, with its natural Hamiltonian structure, paves the 
way to an analysis of q-CS edge states, which we will 
discuss in a separate paper [20]. It is also very sim-

ple in our framework to discuss q-deformed general 
relativity in 2 + 1 dimensions [21], where we desire 
a departure from the undeformed theory ( q = 1 ) at 
Planck scale curvatures. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we 
briefly review the structure of q-deformed gauge the
ories mainly along the line of Ref. [22]. In Section 
2, we show that a q-CS action can be defined in the 
case of a minimal deformation. The requirement that 
the theory be minimally deformed is sufficient ( and 
perhaps necessary, as ,ve11) to ensure the gauge invari
ance of the CS action. (Minimality is also needed for 
the closure of gauge transformations.) In Section 3, 
it is shown that the solutions of the equations of mo
tion are, as expected, flat connections and a number of 
useful properties are exhibited, among them the rela
tion with q-deformed Pontryagin densities. Finally, the 
l::i,;:t ,;:P.r.tion j._ c-f1wotp,0 to thP. r.on<:tn1rtion of" rrm,;:i<:-

tent Hamiltonian formalism. By introducing deformed 
Poisson brackets for the components of the connec
tion we show that the field strengths, smeared with 
Lie algebra valued functions generate gauge transfor
mations and lead to a closed algebra. Details of calcu
lations are given in the appendix. We close with brief 
final remarks. 

2. q-deformed gauge theories 

In this section we briefly review the mathematical 
setting which is needed to introduce gauge field theo
ries whose infinitesimal gauge symmetry is associated 
with a quantum Lie algebra. 

Recently there have been various proposals for such 
q-deformed theories [22-29]. In some of them [26] 
the structure of space-time is made noncommutative, 
\.vhich is especially relevant for applications to gravity. 
In other theories [22,25,27] the structure of space
time stays commutative and a bicovariant differential 
calculus [ 30-33] is needed in order to define the quan
tum Lie algebra. In [28] an SUq(2) gauge theory is 
proposed that is based on a definition of a quantum 
Lie algebra which doesn't need a bicovariant differ
ential calculus, while [29] contains a proposal of an 
SUq(2) gauge theory on the lattice. We will follow in 
the paper the approach of Castellani, because it seems 
to us closer to usual gauge theory and differential cal
culus on classical Lie groups. 
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Let us first recall the definition of a quantum Lie 
algebra and its connection to differential calculus on 
quantum groups, as described in [ 33]. Starting from 
the definition of a quantum group Gq as the noncom
mutative algebra of functions on the Lie group G, 
Gq = Funq(G), a bimodule of left (right) invariant 
forms for G q is constructed, in the same way as the 
bimodule of left (right) invariant forms is constructed 
for classical Lie groups. Such a bimodule inherits the 
noncommutative nature of the product in Funq ( G) 

(2.1) 

(Mis an element of Gin its defining representation) 
so that the usual definition of exterior product for one
forms, 0i I\ 0.i = 0; 0 0.i - 0.i 0 0;, is replaced on 
q-groups by 

(2.2) 

where A is the braiding matrix. Following the analogy 
with the differential calculus on classical Lie groups, 
the algebra of left invariant vector fields, which is dual 
to the algebra of left invariant one-forms, can be ob
tained, 5 with q-commutation relations 

(2.3) 

It is this algebra which is called a quantum Lie algebra. 
In the limit q-+ I, Atf -+ a.Jo; and T; become the gen
erators of the classical Lie algebra. C;' are q-structure 
constants, which in general are not antisymmetric in 
the lower two indices except in the limit q -+ 1. (In 
principle, the q-Lie algebra might be bigger than the 
classical Lie algebra, its dimension being equal to the 
dimension of the bimodule.) 

In order to define a bicovariant calculus the braiding 
matrix A and the structure constants have to satisfy 
the following relations [ 33]: 

Ai} Alm A ks= A.i"'Aik As/ 
kl sp qu kl qs up 

(Yang Baxter equation) , 

er C" Aklcr C" - ckcn mi rj - ij mk rl - ij mk (q-Jacobi), 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

5 In the same way we can introduce right invariant objects. 
The differential calculus which is at the basis of the deformed 
gauge theory we are going to consider is bicovariant; bicovariance 
requires that left and right actions of the q-group on the bimodule 
commute. 

A ir AkscJ - Ai}ck 
mk nl rs - kl mn ' (2.6) 

(2.7) 

The first condition is the quantum Yang Baxter equa
tion; the second is the Jacobi identity for the algebra 
( 2.3), while the last equations are trivial in the limit 
q-+ 1. 

Following [22], the gauge potential is assumed to 
be a q-Lie algebra valued one-form A = A~T;dxµ, ( we 
will often write Ai to mean the one-form Ai= A~dxµ,)_ 
In this approach the deformation occurs solely in the 
fiber and thus the A~ are taken to be q-fields subject 
to nontrivial commutation relations. Space-time, in
stead, remains an ordinary manifold so that dxµ, are 
ordinary space-time differentials commuting with A~. 
The exterior product of one-forms on the space-time 
manifold is deformed in the same way as the exte
rior product of invariant forms on the group manifold 
( 2.2) and, for general groups, one has [ 34] 

(2.8) 

where Z is a matrix of ordinary c-numbers which de
pends on the group. The undeformed case obviously 
corresponds to the choice zk{ = ojo{ for any group. It 
is determined in general by insisting that zH + oiof is 
proportional to a projection operator, so that there are 
no further restrictions on Ai I\ A.i. In the rest of this 
section and the beginning of the next we shall con
sider the general deformation of U ( n). [We shall later 
specialize to a particular type of deformation known 
as minimal.] For the general deformation of U ( n), 
the matrix Z has a simple expression in terms of the 
braiding matrix A [ 22] : 

(2.9) 

where r is a deformation parameter; we are assuming 
multiparametric deformations as considered in [35]. 
The braiding matrix A will depend in general on a 
set of parameters qi and on r. The number of inde
pendent parameters depends on the group ( to make 
contact with the Uq(2) gauge theory of [22] one has 
to remember that in this case there is only one pa
rameter). The commutators of the q-fields A~ follow 
from Eq. (2.9), after one factorizes the coefficients 
dxµ, I\ dxv: 
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A i A.i - I (A A-l)(i Ak Al 
f u ul - - 0 , 0 + H f u vl • ·· r~ -t- r-~ --- .. · 

(2.10) 

From now on we will omit the symbol /\ for product 
of forms. The deformed gauge transformations are as
sumed to be of the usual form 

8.,A = -dE -AE +EA, (2.11) 

where E = E;Ti, The gauge parameiers Ei are now q
numbers and are assumed to have the following com
mutation rules with the gauge fields: 

(2.12) 

The commutation relations for Ai with dEJ and dAi 
with E.i can be obtained by taking the exterior deriva
tive of the above equation and imposing that the terms 
containing dAi and E.i cancel separately. The field 
strength is defined in the usual way 

(2.13) 

where A2 = Ai A.iT;T1. Fis an element of the deformed 
Lie-algebra [22] and under a gauge transformation 
(2.11) it transforms as: 

o.,F=EF- FE. (2.14) 

In [22] it is shown that the q-Lagrangian .C = 
(Fµ,,,, pµv)q is invariant under the transformation 
(2.11), if the q-deformed scalar product on the quan
tum Lie algebra ( ·, •) q obeys the following invariance 
condition 

(2.15) 

which generalizes the invariance property of the 
Killing metric on a Lie algebra. Upon introducing the 
matrix gi.i = (h T1)q, the above equation can also be 
written as 

A n.lei g" + c.i g - - 0 rs nm lJ rs mJ - · (2.16) 

It is interesting to notice that the deformed metric g;_; 
is not symmetric, in general: g;_; -:/= g_;;. We will show 
that this invariance condition is necessary, but not suf
ficient to construct a CS Lagrangian with q-symmetry. 
In Section 3, we will make an additional assumption 
on the theory whereby a certain combination of g;_t 

and A7,:{ is nondegenerate. 

3. The Chem-Simons Lagrangian density 

In this section we will try to construct a deformed 
CS Lagrangian density in the fra..-rnework of the de
formed gauge theories sketched in the previous sec
tion. So, we search for a Lagrangian density .Ccs such 
that: 
1) .Ccs is a three-form that changes by a total deriva
tive under an infinitesimal gauge transformation 
(2.11); 
2) dCcs = (F, F)q; 
3) The equations of motion for the q-CS action are 
the zero curvature conditions F = 0. 

Inspired by the classical formula, we make the fol
lowing ansatz for the deformed CS Lagrangian density 

Ccs = (dA + {3A2
, A)q, (3.1) 

where /3 is a factor to be detennined ( we shall orriit 
writing, from now on, the subscript q). 

We start by checking 1) whether, for any choice of 
{3, the variation of Eq. (3.1) under an infinitesimal 
q-gauge transformation ( 2.11) is a total derivative. 
When one performs such a transformation in Eq. ( 3.1) 
two types of terms arise, those containing e and those 
containing de. We shall collect them separately and 
accordingly split o.,£cs as 

(3.2) 

with the e dependent terms in 8.C1 and the de depen
dent terms in 8.C2. An easy computation gives 

8C1 = (dA, eA - Ae) + (-dAe + edA, A) 

+ /3(t:A2 
- A2e, A)+ /3(A2, -Ae + eA), (3.3) 

and 

8£2 = -(dA, de)+ ( 1 - /3) (deA + Ade, A) 

-/3(A2 ,dc). (3.4) 

8£1 vanishes, by virtue of the invariance condition 
for the scalar product (2.15). In fact, using the com
mutation rules Eqs. (2.3), (2.12) the sum of the first 
two terms of the right hand side of Eq. (3.3) can be 
rewritten as 

(dA, EA-Ae) + (-dAe + cdA,A) 

= -dAiAmcn{ (T;, [Tm, Tn]) + A~n([T;, T;], Tk)}, 

(3.5) 
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which is zero because of Eq. (2.15). As for the sum 
of the third and fourth terms in the right hand side of 
Eq. ( 3.3) it can be shown to vanish using the following 
commutation relations, proven in [22]: 

(3.6) 

Using this, we get 

(eA2 
- A2e, A)+ (A2

, -Ae + eA) 

= -(A2 )'Ajek{A.1i'.'([T;, Ti], Tm)+ (T;, [Tj,Ti,J)} 

= 0. (3.7) 

We are thus left with 8£2. From Eq. (3.4) we see 
that, a.mong the three terms appearing in it, only the 
first one is a total derivative; in order to see whether 
the remaining two vanish we first rewrite them in a 
convenient way. Using the commutation properties of 
de with Ai, the second term can be rewritten as 

(de A+ Ade, A)= -AiAidek A_;;'([T;, Tq], Tm) 

= A'Aidek(T;, [Tj,Tk]). (3.8) 

Using instead the explicit expression for A2 [22] 

(3.9) 

we get for the third term of Eq. ( 3.4) 

(A2 , de)= l A'A1dek 
(2+r2 +r-2 ) 

x {([T,,Tj],Tk) - (A- 1)1i\[T,,,,T1LTk)}. 
(3.10) 

Summing Eq. (3.8) to Eq. (3.10) we get 

8.Ccs = -(dA, dE) 

+AiAJdek{ (1-/3)(T;, [Tj,Tk])- r,-, , _f. __ 
2

\ 
1._ ,.,_,,- ,, -, 

x (([T;,Tj],Tk) - (A- 1);'f([Tm,'fiLTk)) 1. 
.. ) 

(3.11) 

In order for o"£cs to be a total derivative, the expres
sion between the curly brackets must vanish. How
cvta, it due:~ uut va.ui::,h ;a ~c;uc1al, ~ wv ha.vv ....,hv~kvd 

that it is different from zero for the case of Uq ( 2), us
ing the explicit formulae in [ 22]. On the other hand, 
it can be proven to be zero if we make a further as
sumption on the theory; namely, that the deformation 
be minimal, which means that 

ij kl _ i . 
Aki Amn - 0m o{,. (3.12) 

In this case, the ai1ticornmutation relaiions Eq. (2.8) 
can be derived directly from Eq. (2.2) [setting Oi = 
A;] by multiplying both sides by AV11 (and summing 
over i and j), so that we have 

A"'A11 = -A'!/ AiAJ, for minimai deformations. 

(3.13) 

Consistency with Eq. (2.9) then implies r2 = 1. The 
simple commutation relations above allow us to write 
A2 in a form analogous to the undeformed case: 

(3.14) 

In the minimal case, one can also prove a number of 
further simplifying reiations. For exampie, by multi
plying Eq. (2.3) by A on the right, one finds that the 
q-<:trnrtnrP {'{)TI<:h>nt<: rb ,irp A _,inti<:ymmPtrir [??] 

C k _ (A-I )rsck 
ij - - ij rs· (3.15) 

Moreover, multiplying Eq. (2.15) by A - 1 and using 
Pq. c~.1 "i), """' gptc;, thP f"llmuing 11<:1rnl f>Yrr"'"'"''"" 
for the invariance condition of the inner product: 

(3.16) 

Using Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.16) into Eq. (3.11) one 
finds 

8£cs = -(dA, de) + (2 - 3/3) (A2, de). (3.17) 

The second term in the r.h.s. is zero if /3 = 2/3 and 
this is the value we choose. With this choice, our de
formed CS Lagrangian density has the same expres
sion as the undeformed one; this resemblance is only 
formal, as the new Lagrangian is written in terms of 
a deformed scala.r product, and the gauge fields are 
noncommuting. 

Even though the above proof of the gauge invariance 
of .Ccs has been given for the case of Uq ( N), we point 
out that all the formulas exhibited here for minimal 
Uq(l"✓) continue to hold for nzininial B, C, D groups, 
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as well as their inhomogeneous partners. In particu
lar the commutation rule for one-forms Eq. (3.13) is 
independent of the particular class of algebras, when 
A 2 = I, since it follows directly from Eq. (2.2), which 
holds in general. From now on whenever we refer to 
a q-gauge theory, we shall assume that it is minimally 
deformed, unless otherwise specified. Nontrivial (in 
general multiparametric) minimal deformations with 
the corresponding q-differential calculus are known to 
exist for all groups U( N) with N > 2 and for groups 
of the B, C, D type (see [23,35]) together with their 
inhomogeneous associates. 

4. Properties of the q-CS term 

Among properties 1 )-3) listed at the beginning of 
the previous section, we verified the first one for mini
mal deformations, using our deformed CS Lagrangian 
density Eq. (3.1) with f3 = 2/3. We next show that 
the properties 2) and 3) are also satisfied. We begin 
with 3) which deals with the equations of motion. 

Consider a three-dimensional manifold M and let 
Scs be the action obtained by integrating .Ccs on M: 

Scs =! (dA + iA2
,A). ( 4.1) 

M 

In order to compute the equations of motion, we take 
a variation of Eq. ( 4.1): 

8Scs = J o(dA + tA2
, A) 

M 

= J ( (8A, dA) + (dA, 8A)) 
M 

+ t J ((8A2 ,A) + (A2 ,8A)) (4.2) 

M 

( where an integration by parts has been performed). 
To proceed further we need the commutation relations 
for 8A and A. Consider now the case of a variation 
corresponding to a gauge transformation ( 2.11). One 
can check by means of a direct computation that for a 
minimal deformation: 

(4.3) 

We assume that analogous commutation relations hold 
for arbitrary vanal10ns of A ( the commutaiion reia
tions for 8A with dA can be obtained by taking an ex
terior derivative of the above equation and assuming 
that the terms containing d8A and dA vanish sepa
rately). With the help of Eq. ( 4.3), the terms between 
the first pair of parenthesis in the right hand side of 
Eq. (4.2) can be rewritten as 

(4.4) 

The terms between the second pair of parenthesis in 
Eq. ( 4.2) multiplied by t are equal to 

(½oAiAjAk + ½A;8AjAk) ([T;,Tj],Tk) + t(A2,8A) 

= (½8A;A;Ak+ ¼A;8AjAk) (['lt,Tj],n) 

+ t(A2,8A) 

= (8A, A2
) + ¼A;8Aj Ak(T;, [Tj, Tk]) + t (A2, 8A} 

= (8A, A2) + (A2, 8A) 
2 i · kl = (A ) 8A1 (A;j (Tk, Tz) + (T;, Tj)) , ( 4.5) 

where we used C;'A;8Aj = C;,BAiAj. Finally, substi
tuting Eq. ( 4.4) and Eq. ( 4.5) into Eq. ( 4.2) we get 

8Scs = J F;8Aj Hu, (4.6) 

M 

where Hu is the matrix 

(4.7) 

If the matrix H;j is nondegenerate we obtain the de
sired equation of motion 

F=O. (4.8) 

Our proof of Prop. 3) thus requires Hu, constructed 
from the q-group metric, and the braiding matrix to 
be nondegenerate. This condition is in addition to the 
minimality assumption made earlier on the theory. We 
must therefore search for quantum groups satisfying 
both of these conditions. With regard to the nonde
generacy requirement, we note that a nonsingular met
ric does not exist for all classical groups; So we cer
tainly don't expect that H;j (which reduces to twice 
the classical metric when q - 1) be nondegenerate 
for all quantum groups. We do know of an exam
ple of a minimal theory with a nondegenerate Hu- It 
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has 1S0q(2, 1) for the quantum gauge symmetry, and 
therefore is relevant for the CS fommlation of gravity 
in 2+ l dimensions. We intend to discuss it in a future 
article (21]. 

We next prove that (F, F) is a closed 4-form, 

d(F, F) = 0, (4.9) 

and then finally that it is exact, as stated in Prop. 2). 
We use the Bianchi identity 

DF:::::dF+AF-FA=0, (4.10) 

which follows from the associativity of the deformed 
wedge product [ 30,33]. Thus we have 

d(F, F) = (DF, F) + (F, DF) 

- (AF - FA, F) - (F, AF - FA) 

= -(AF - FA, F) - (F, AF - FA). ( 4.11) 

The (ordinary) commutator between F and A can be 
obtained by assuming that they are the same as in 
the F = 0 case (22]. Thus, the A, dA commutation 
relations are the same as the A, A 2 ones and, by means 
of a computation completely analogous to that leading 
to Eq. (3.6), one can prove that 

( 4.12) 

Using the above commutators and (3.16) in Eq. 
( 4.11) gives 

. . k 
d(F, F) = F' A' F ( ([T;, Tj], Tk) - (T;, [T;, Tk])) 

=0. (4.13) 

Being closed, (F, F) is locally exact. In fact it is 
equal to the exterior derivative of the CS Lagrangian 
density; we have 

= (dA,dA) + (½dAiA.iAk - ¼A;dAiAk) 

X ([T;,T;],Tk) + ~(A2,dA) 
I i . k = (dA,dA) + 2dA A-'A (T;, [T;,Tk]) 

- ¼AiArdA'A-?~([T;,T;],Tk) + ~(A2,dA) 

= (dA, d.4.) + (dA, A.2) + (.4.2, d.4.) 

= (F, F) - (A 2
, A2

) = (F, F), (4.14) 

since ( see the Appendix) ( A 2, A 2) = 0 for minimal 
deformations. 

In verifying that (F, F) = 0 is closed and exact, we 
have relied on the condition of minimality. It is not 
clear whether or not the calculation can be successfully 
carried out for more general systems. We know it is not 
possible to do for all systems. This is because we are 
able to find a counter example. The latter corresponds 
to take Uq(2) as the gauge group which is known 
[ 35,22] not to admit nontrivial minimal deformations. 
We have checked, using the explicit formulae given in 
(22], that d(F, F) -:/= 0 for Uq(2) (unless r = q = I, 
in which case there is no deformation at all) and this 
implies that no CS term can exist in this case. This 
appears to be a further sign that minimality might not 
only be a sufficient, but in fact, a necessary condition 
for a deformed CS term to exist, although we have not 
been able to prove it. 

5. Canonical formalism 

In this section we present the canonical formalism 
for our deformed CS action. We compute the deformed 
Poisson brackets among the components of the con
nection and then show that the zero-curvature con
straints are the generators of infinitesimal gauge trans
formations, in complete analogy with the undeformed 
case. Finally, we prove that the algebra of constraints 
is closed with respect to the deformed Poisson bracket. 

Our procedure will be to obtain the symplectic 
structure starting from the canonical one form 0 .c = 
I: 8QP of classical mechanics. Now since here the 
Q's and P's denote noncommuting coordinates and 
momenta, care must be taken in their ordering. (An 
alternative procedure would be to carry out a con
straint analysis on the noncommuting configuration 
space, as, for example was done in [36] .) 

We consider the q-CS action ( 4.1) on a manifold 
with the topology of a solid cylinder M = I x R, 
where I is some two-manifold that we think of as 
space while R accounts for time. The action Scs, being 
a three form, is invariant under the diffeomorphisms 
of M, hence it does not allow a natural choice of the 
time coordinate. Since a time function is necessary in 
the canonical approach, we arbitrarily choose a time 
function, called x0 , and consider any constant x0 siice 
( diffeomorphic to I) as our space, with coordinates 
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i = (x1, x2 ). According with this separation of space 
and time coordinates, we split the connection A in its 
time and space parts 

A = Aodx
0 + Aadx" = A 0dx0 + A , 

a= 1,2. (5.1) 

( In the rest of this section the first latin letters a, b, • .. 
will refer to space coordinates.) As it happens in the 
undeformed case, the q-CS action does not contain 
time derivatives of A0• We thus interpret it as a La
grange multiplier for the constraint 

(5.2) 

where d = dx"aa, The phase space is then spanned by 
the space components of A, A I and A 2 and we read 
off the canonical one-form 0,e_ directly from the part 
of the action which contains time derivatives of these 
fields: 

0,e_= J d2x8A~A{,gijE"1
', c 12

=-E
21 =1 (5.3) 

}; 

( the fields are evaluated at the same time x0 ). From 
here we get the symplectic form 

(J) = /50 ,C. = -! d2 X f5Ai /\ /5Aj g· ·E"b a b tJ , (5.4) 

}; 

where we apply the usual rules for exterior differenti
ation. Inverting the symplectic form we get the Pois
son Brackets (PB) among the space components of 
the connection 

{A'.,(x),A{(_y)} = '=ai,ijo(x -y), 

EJ2 = -€2] = 1, (5.5) 

gi.i being the inverse of gi.i. Because the deformed met
ric gu is, in general, non-symmetric, the PB's are, in 
general, not skewsymmetric. 

Consider now two arbitrary function(al)s B and C 
of the fields Aa ( x). B and C are assumed to be some 
polynomials of the fields Aa(i). Again since Aa(x) 
are q-fields, attention must be paid to the ordering of 
the fields in the definition of { B, C}. We set 

DLC x---
oA{(it)' 

(5.6) 

where R (L) denotes the right (left) derivative and it 
is computed after pulling A~ to the right (left). 

We next investigate whether the constraints (5.2) 
are the generators of gauge transformations as in the 
undeformed case. We first smear the field strength P 
with a Lie algebra valued function E = EiT; so that 

G(t=)= j(c,F)::::::O. (5.7) 

:s 
We assume for Ethe commutation relations (2.12). 
Then we look for the Poisson bracket of G( E) with 
the components of the connection 

{G(t=),A~(_y)}. 

We find 

{G(,),A/(j>)} = {1(,,F),A{(y)} 

= J d 2iEk(x){(aaA~(i) 

:s 
+ ½c:sA~(x)At(x)) t="bgki, A~(y)} 

(5.8) 

= ac'=j (y) - Ckr'=k(y)A~(y) . (5.9) 

We can see that this is the infinitesimal transformation 
of the gauge field At(y) with gauge parameter -E. 

Hence we have found that G( E) are the generators of 
the deformed gauge transformations: 

{G(E),A(y)} = -8.,A(y). (5.10) 

As a consequence of this result the algebra of con
straints (5.7) closes, as can be seen by computing the 
PB for two constraints ( the details of the computation 
can be found in the Appendix): 

(5.11) 

This result too is completely analogous to the one 
found in the undeformed case. It is consistent with the 
closure of gauge transformations found in [22] for 
minimal deformations. 
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6. Conclusions 

As we have already stressed, the CS action we pro
pose for minimally deformed gauge theories has the 
advantage of enjoying all the topological and alge
braic features of the undeformed case. In particular, 
once the existence of a new invariant scalar product 
has been taken into account, a deformed Hamiltonian 
formalism naturally arises, leading to a closed algebra 
for the appropriately smeared constraints, which gen
erate the corresponding gauge transformations. We are 
then ready to explore the implications of the deformed 
CS action in the realm of 1 + I physics by simply ap
plying our results to a manifold with boundary [20]. 
Furthermore, as the differential calculus for minimal 
JSOq(2, 1) is available together with the correspond
ing gauge theory, we are ready to explore the physics 
of 2 + l q-gravity [21]. 

Appendix A 

Below we derive some equations, which hold in the 
case of minimal deformations. The first one is 

I A2 ,1,2\ A 
\.ti , /1. l = V. 

/ A 1 \ 
lfl.l J 

The proof consists in showing that the left hand side 
is proportionai to the q-Jacobi identity, Eq. (2.5). 

(A2 , A2) = tAiAj AkA\[Ti, Tj], [Tk, Ti]) 

= tA;A;AkA\[[Ti,Tj],Tk],T1); (A.2) 

upon permuting the middie A's and using (3.13), it 
can be rewritten as 

(A2 ,A2
) = -¼AiAjAkA1A'jZ([[T;,TrLTsJ.Ti); 

(A.3) 

permuting the last two A's it can also be rewritten as 

iA2 A 2 ") - lAiAJAkA-tArmA· s;;i-lT T -J -lT T -J') \ , - 4 JS kl \ t, r , m, n · 

(A.4) 

This expression can be further manipulated using 
(2.6), (2.15), (3.16), in the given order. We have 

A_1;'Ak'! ([T;, Tr]' [T,11, Tn]) = A:f'CJk([T;, Tr]' Tp) 

_ l'T' rrT 'T' 1 'T'l\ _ /r'T'. f'T'_ T.11 ,..,.., = -\li, LLLj,lkJ,llJ/ - -,L,,, L'.l''kJJ, 1 1/. 

(A.5) 

Putting together the three different ways that we have 
found to write (A2,A2), that is Eqs. (A.2), (A.3), 
(A.5), we finally have 

2 2· I i · k I (A ,A)= 12AA1A A ({[[T;,T.i],Tk] 

- AJH [T;, T,], Ts] - [T;, ['.I'j, Tk] ]}, Ti) 

=0 (A.6) 

the expression between the curly brackets being zero 
because of q-Jacobi identity. 

We now turn to the computation of the Poisson al
gebra of the constraints. First, we derive the identity 

(A.7) 

It can be proven using equations (2.6), (3.16), 
(3.15), (2.15), (3.16) in the given order: 

(A.8) 

which is Eq. (A.7). Going back to the PB of two 
constraints, and using Eq. (5.10), we have 

{G(c1),G(E2)}= j {G(c1),(E2(y),F(y))} 

I 

= r Ai {G(Ei),Pk(y)} £~gu 
J - - . 
I 

( ., ii r1k _ _r r:t..: _l 
= - j Llk11..,,sgijE Ir E2 · 

I 

(A.9) 

We now use Eq. (A.7) to write the above expression 
as: 

!ck 'F-s l f ckAs/ r pF-q - s/grk€1 £2 = - sl pqgrk€1€2 

k I 

I C k r pF-q - I ck r pF-q = pqgrk€1€2 - rpgkq€1€2 
v v 
I I 

= G(c1£2 - £2£1), (A.10) 

where we have made use ofEqs. (3.15) and (3.16). 
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